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Abstract: Several satellite precipitation estimates are becoming available globally, offering new
possibilities for modeling water resources, especially in regions where data are scarce. This work
provides the first validation of four satellite precipitation products, CHIRPS v2, Tamsat, Persiann CDR
and TerraClimate data, in a semi-arid region of Essaouira city (Morocco). The precipitation data from
different satellites are first compared with the ground observations from 4 rain gauges measurement
stations using the different comparison methods, namely: Pearson correlation coefficient (r), Bias,
mean square error (RMSE), Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient and mean absolute error (MAE).
Secondly, a rainfall-runoff modeling for a basin of the study area (Ksob Basin S = 1483 km2) was
carried out based on artificial neural networks type MLP (Multi Layers Perceptron). This model was
-then used to evaluate the best satellite products for estimating the discharge. The results indicate that
TerraClimate is the most appropriate product for estimating precipitation (R2 = 0.77 and 0.62 for the
training and validation phase, respectively). By using this product in combination with hydrological
modeling based on ANN (Artificial Neural Network) approach, the simulations of the monthly flow
in the watershed were not very satisfactory. However, a clear improvement of the flow estimations
occurred when the ESA-CCI (European Space Agency’s (ESA) Climate Change Initiative (CCI)) soil
moisture was added (training phase: R2 = 0.88, validation phase: R2 = 0.69 and Nash ≥ 92%). The
results offer interesting prospects for modeling the water resources of the coastal zone watersheds
with this data.

Keywords: ANN; satellites precipitation; Atlantic area of Morocco; rainfall-runoff modeling and
remote sensing

1. Introduction

Rainfall, one of the most critical variables, is the result of several complex processes
in the atmosphere that vary in both space and time [1]. A significant climatic problem
confronting society today is associated with global warming, changing rainfall patterns,
and their impact on surface water resources.

A rainfall network is generally defined as collecting rainfall stations in a region. This
network generates rainfall point measurements that, if dense enough, can represent the
entire region, and it considers rainfall spatial variability. This is accomplished by computing
the average rainfall measured by each station using one of three methods: the Thiessen
method, the arithmetic average, or the use of isohyets.
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However, if the study area does not contain a sufficient number of stations, the rainfall
estimation will not be effective if based on the abovementioned methods. To overcome this
difficulty, the use of satellite products can be a good alternative but needs to be evaluated
first to choose the most appropriate product.

Recent developments in remote sensing have shown promise in addressing the inad-
equacies of traditional methods [1–7]. In particular, satellite remote sensing datasets are
increasingly being used as an auxiliary source of critical hydrologic measurements, helping
understand and model hydrologic fluxes. Due to the lack of sufficient rain gauge data for
much of the Earth’s surface, satellite precipitation data from various sensors, missions,
and algorithms have become more prevalent. This approach is preferred due to its higher
accuracy resulting from algorithm advancements.

Several precipitation datasets have been developed using remote sensing data to mon-
itor global rainfall variations over time and space and provide precipitation estimates [8].
Among the models used to estimate rainfall from infrared satellite imagery is PERSIANN
(Precipitation Estimation from Remote Sensing Information Using Artificial Neural Net-
work, [9]). CHIRPS (Climate Hazards Group InfraRed Precipitation with Station data),
another commonly used satellite product in Africa, utilizes infrared Cold Cloud Duration
(CCD) observations to estimate rainfall. TAMSAT (Tropical Application of Meteorology
using SATellite Data and Ground-Based Observations) is another algorithm popularly
used for Africa, which utilizes thermal imagery to produce 10-day precipitation totals
by calculating the duration of cloud tops below a specific temperature and relating it to
precipitation using simple linear regression.

Several validation studies of these and other products have been conducted in different
world regions, especially in scarce data regions like the eastern and center of Africa, which
suffer from a lack of surface monitoring water resources [10–18]. These studies have
highlighted the potential of this new data source. However, only a small number of
investigations have explored the application of satellite rainfall data in Morocco [19–23] and
demonstrated that CHIRPS and TRMM 3B43 v7 are capable of accurately reproducing the
monthly precipitation patterns. Still, these studies have mainly focused on continental areas.
Little attention has been given to the coastal zone characterized by a climate influenced by
the Atlantic Ocean and the cold Canary currents.

In this work, an inter-comparison between four sources of rainfall data, TAMSAT,
PERSIANN, CHIRPS and TerraClimate dataset, by evaluating them against observed data,
the validation of the best product is done by a hydrological model combined with neural
networks with all the advantages that present the ANNs for an area lacking a network of
hydrometric measurements, climatological and monitoring of physical parameters of the
watersheds.

The TerraClimate product, never tested or validated in Morocco and in our study area
in particular, is a monthly climate and climate water balance dataset for worldwide land
surfaces from 1958 to 2021 and will therefore be tested and exploited in this work in our
study region. These data offer crucial information for ecological and hydrological investiga-
tions that call for time-varying data and high spatial resolution on a global scale. All data
have a 4 km (1/24th degree) spatial resolution and a monthly temporal resolution [10].

The objective of this study is twofold: (1) to assess the accuracy of the four satellite
precipitation products listed below through a comparison with the ground measurements
over an Atlantic area of Essaouira city (Morocco), and (2) to test the best precipitation
product for simulations of the monthly flow in the watershed by using the hydrological
modelling combined with artificial neural networks.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The study area is part of the Essaouira coastal basin (Figure 1), located on the Atlantic
coast of central Morocco, at the western end of the High Atlas range.
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Figure 1. Geographical location of the Study area.

The study area has a semi-arid climate that transitions to an oceanic climate in Es-
saouira. It is characterized by low and irregular rainfall, with an annual average of less
than 300 mm and high temperatures that can reach 45 ◦C in the summer.

The hydrological modeling for validating the precipitation product deemed most
appropriate for the study area by statistical approaches will be carried out on the Ksob
catchment area, which accounts for 24% of the study area (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Geographical location of the Ksob basin (surrounded by the yellow line) in the study area.

This region has a significant water deficit, which might be in jeopardy due to the
lack of rainfall and a high evaporation rate. Therefore, four-rain gauge stations (Adamna,
Azrou, Igrounzar, and Talmest) located throughout the study area (Figure 2) are used to
evaluate the different satellite precipitation products. The description and the analysis of
the rainfall data recorded by the four stations are described in the following section.
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2.2. Weather Station Datal

The monthly rainfall data recorded at the rain gauge stations, provided by the Tensift
Hydraulic Basin Agency of Tensift (ABHT), cover a period ranging from 19 to 44 years
(Table 1). Due to the unavailability of other measuring stations in the study area or nearby,
we will only use data from four precipitation measuring stations managed by the ABHT.
These stations have a representative history of measurements and can be considered reliable.
This low spatial coverage of measurement stations is a constraint of the study area and a
motivation for exploring satellite precipitation products.

Table 1. Monthly precipitation series are available at the rain gauge stations in the study area.

Rainfall Station Altitude (m) Period of Monthly Available
Precipitations

Adamna 70 1977–2021

Azrou 350 2002–2021

Igrounzar 158 1977–2021

Talmest 53 1984–2021
Note(s): Source: ABHT.

According to the rainfall data recorded at the four stations, it can be seen that rainfall
is very irregular in time. We can observe that the period is divided into two well-marked
seasons: a rainy season extended from October to May and a dry season spread from June
to September (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Average monthly precipitation was recorded respectively at the Adamna (a), Azrou
(b), Igrounzar (c) and Talmest (d) stations (Source: ABHT).

The cumulative annual rainfall is about 314 mm, 261 mm, 276 mm, 245 mm, 288 mm
and 254 mm at the Adamna, Azrou, Igrounzar and Talmest stations.

2.3. Satellite Precipitation Products

In this study, four satellite precipitation products were collected over the period 1983
to 2021:

CHIRPS: The climate hazards group at the University of California, Santa Barbara, in
collaboration with the United States Geological Survey (USGS), has developed the CHIRPS
products that spans over 40 years, from 1981 to the present, as a quasi-global rainfall dataset.
The CHIRPS utilizes 0.05-resolution satellite imagery and in-situ station data to generate
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gridded rainfall time series for analyzing trends and monitoring seasonal drought. The
CHIRPS rainfall product is derived from various data sources, including:

i. Monthly-accumulated climatological precipitation (CHPClim).
ii. Geostationary satellite observations in the infrared (IR) channel from the NOAA

data sources.
iii. Product of the Climate Prediction Centre (CPC) and the B1 IR of the National Climatic

Data Centre (NCDC);
iv. Precipitation estimated by the TRMM 3B42 product from NASA.
v. Rainfall field of the NOAA atmospheric model, Climate Forecast System

version 2 (CFSv2);
vi. And in-situ observations of precipitation acquired from national and regional meteo-

rological services.

The CHIRPS uses satellite data in three ways: (i) to produce high-resolution precipita-
tion climatology (CHPclim), (ii) to estimate monthly and pentad precipitation anomalies
using CCD fields, and (iii) to estimate local distance decay functions using satellite precipi-
tation fields [24–27].

TerraClimate: are a global high-resolution (1/24◦, 4 km) monthly climate and climatic
water balance dataset covering the period from 1958 to 2021. To produce this dataset,
TerraClimate uses climatically aided interpolation, which combines high-spatial resolu-
tion climatological normals from the WorldClim dataset with monthly data from other
coarser resolution sources. This results in monthly precipitation estimates, maximum
and minimum temperature, wind speed, vapor pressure, and solar radiation. In addition
to this, TerraClimate generates monthly surface water balance datasets by incorporating
reference evapotranspiration, precipitation, temperature, and interpolated plant extractable
soil water capacity into a water balance model. This dataset is a crucial input for global
ecological and hydrological studies that require high spatial resolution and time-varying
climate and climatic water balance data [10].

TAMSAT: is a rainfall estimation method developed by the University of Reading
based on the Meteosat TIR channel. The method assumes that convective clouds with cold
cloud tops produce rainfall that is linearly correlated with CCD. Local gauge records are
used to calibrate the retrieval algorithm. TAMSAT products have been available at a spatial
resolution of 0.0375

◦
(equivalent to 4 km) and dekadal, monthly, and seasonal temporal

resolution, starting from 1983 [28].
PERSIANN-CDR: is a daily global precipitation estimation product developed by the

Center for Hydrometeorology and Remote Sensing (CHRS) at the University of California,
Irvine (UCI). It covers almost the entire world from 1983 to the present, with a spatial
resolution of 0.25◦ × 0.25◦. The algorithm uses an artificial neural network (ANN) model
that inputs gridded satellite infrared data (Grid-Sat-BI) to determine rainfall rates. To create
non-linear regression parameters for the ANN model, the National Centers for Environmen-
tal Prediction (NCEP) Stage IV hourly precipitation data is utilized. The PERSIANN-CDR
estimates are then adjusted for bias using the Global Precipitation Climatology Project
(GPCP) monthly product. The dataset is available through the NOAA National Centers for
Environmental Information (NCEI) Program and the CHRS Data Portal [29].

2.4. Hydrological Modeling Based on ANN

The advantages of ANR modeling, such as its capacity to represent any nonlinear func-
tion given the sufficient complexity of the trained networks, have motivated its selection for
this project. Hydrological process modeling increasingly uses Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN), including applications such as rainfall prediction, rainfall-runoff modeling, flood
forecasting, water quality modeling, groundwater modeling, water management policy
development, and reservoir operation studies [30].

Artificial neural networks have emerged as a promising method for modeling complex
systems, particularly in cases where traditional statistical approaches are inadequate. These
networks were developed based on the biological neural network found in the human brain,
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which comprises billions of interconnected neurons [31]. With advances in information pro-
cessing technology, artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been able to simulate the brain’s
massively parallel processing and distributed storage properties. ANNs are mathematical
structures capable of representing arbitrary, complex, and nonlinear processes that correlate
input and output in any system. For example, in surface hydrology, neural networks have
been employed to model nonlinear phenomena, such as rainfall-runoff [2,7,32,33], reservoir
inflow forecasting [34], stream flow prediction [35–38], sea level fluctuations [5,39], as well
as rainfall forecasting [3,40–45]. Given the nonlinear and random nature of hydrological
phenomena and the advantages listed above, ANNs may be an appropriate method for
simulation and forecasting.

There are many ways to arrange artificial neurons, but the Perceptron Multilayer
Network is the most commonly used for forecasting hydrological phenomena (PMC). This
network consists of an input layer of artificial neurons, one or more hidden layers (MLP or
Multilayers Perceptron), and an output layer of artificial neurons [46]. Each layer contains
computing units (neurons) linked to other neurons via weights.

The transfer function used in this context can have multiple forms. Typically, it is a
continuous, differentiable, non-decreasing, and bounded function, with a weighted sum of
the sigmoid type being the most frequently utilized form.

For the rainfall-runoff model, the artificial neural network was constructed using the
Visual Gene Developer environment, a freely available program designed for artificial
neural network prediction in various applications, created by the Department of Chemi-
cal Engineering and Materials Science at the University of California-Davis. The neural
network used in this study has three layers: an input layer that retrieves the source data
we want to analyze, one hidden layer composed of the neurons outputs from the input
layer, and an output layer that displays the results after the network has combined the data
entering the first layer (Figure 4).
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2.5. Data Analysis Methodology

Satellite precipitation products can be directly evaluated through a comparison with
the weather stations using different statistical parameters described below. In addition, an
indirect assessment of the satellite precipitation products can be performed by comparing a
hydrological model’s observed and simulated flow.
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Statistical Approaches

The statistical validation of rainfall estimates can be summarized in four methodologies:

i. by visual comparison of variables;
ii. by quantitative comparison;
iii. by qualitative comparison;
iv. by comparison of spatial structures of precipitation fields.

Several authors have constructed statistical criteria for the verification and validation
of satellite precipitation products [47–50]. The performance of the various satellite products
was assessed monthly using a wide range of statistical metrics, including the Pearson Cor-
relation Coefficient (PCC), Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency Coefficient (NSE), Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE), and Bias (BIAS).

The proportional size of the residual difference compared to the difference in the
measured data is compared using the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) [51]. The NSE value
measures how well the plot of observed versus estimated data matches the 1:1 line and
is based on the dispersion of variants around the line of equal values. NSE values may
be between −∞ (poor fit) to 1.0. (perfect fit). Other sources [52] provide a more thor-
ough performance rating breakdown for the NSE values. Equation (1) displays the NSE
expression:

NSE = 1− ∑n
i=1(Si− Gi)2

∑n
i=1 (Si−

−
G)

2 (1)

Si represents gauge-based precipitation measurements, Gi represents satellite-based mea-

surements, and
−
G represents the average of gauge-based precipitation measures.

The Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) is the average of the products of the stan-
dard deviations of the two variables divided by the variances from their respective means.
The correlation coefficient’s equation is as follows:

PCC =
∑n

i=1 (Gi−
−
G)(Si−

−
S)√

∑n
i=1 (Gi−

−
G)

2
√

∑n
i=1 (Si−

−
S)

2
(2)

RMSE, or root-mean-square error, is a metric used to describe the discrepancies
between observed and anticipated values. The RMSE integrates the sizes of prediction
mistakes for different times into a single indicator of predictive capacity. The following
equation is used to compute the RMS error:

RMSE =

√
∑n

i=1(Si− Gi)2

n
(3)

Bias measures how the average magnitude of satellite rainfall compares to ground
rainfall observations. A score of one is the highest possible. A bias value greater than or
less than one indicates an aggregate satellite overestimation (underestimation) of ground
precipitation amounts. G stands for gauge rainfall observations, Si stands for satellite
rainfall estimates, Gi stands for average gauge rainfall observations, S stands for average
satellite rainfall estimates, and n stands for the number of data pairs.

Bias = ∑n
i=1 Si

∑n
i=1 Gi

(4)

In order to evaluate the performance of different satellite rainfall products, four
statistical indicators [53], described below, have been considered using the contingency
table (Table 2).
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Table 2. Contingency table.

Rain Gauge

Rain ≥ Threshold Rain < Threshold

Satellite
Rain ≥ Threshold a b
Rain < Threshold c d

- The POD (the Probability Of Detection), which represents the fraction of observed
events that were correctly estimated, is also referred to as the success rate;

- The FAR (the False Alarm Ratio) is the estimated proportion of events that tend to be
falsely detected.

- The critical success index (CSI) measures the ratio of satellite events that are correctly
detected to the total number of observed or detected events.

- The Heidke skill score (HSS) measures the accuracy of the estimates accounting for
matches due to random chance.

Below is a summary table (Table 3) of the statistical indexes used to quantify the
performance of the satellite Rainfall products:

Table 3. List of Statistical indexes used to validate the Satellite precipitation products.

Indicators Equation Possible Values Optimal Value

Pearson Correlation Coefficient PCC = ∑n
i=1 (Gi−

−
G)(Si−

−
S)√

∑n
i=1 (Gi−

−
G)

2
√

∑n
i=1 (Si−

−
S)

2 −1 to 1 1

Biais Biais = ∑n
i=1 Si

∑n
i=1 Gi 0 to +∞ 1

Root-Mean-Square Error RMSE =
√

1
n

n
∑

i=1
(Si− Gi)2 0 to +∞ 0

Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency NSE = 1− ∑n
i=1(Si−Gi)2

∑n
i=1 (Gi−

−
G)

2 −∞ to 1 1

Mean Absolute Error MAE = 1
n

n
∑

i=1
|Si− Gi| 0 to +∞ 0

Probability of detection (POD) POD = a
a+c 1

False alarm ratio (FAR) FAR = b
a+b 0

Critical success index (CSI) CSI = a
a+b+c 1

Heidke skill score (HSS) HSS =
2((a.b)−(b.c))

(a+b).(b+d)+(a+c).(c+d) 1

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Evaluation of Satellites Precipitation Products through Comparison with Rain Gouges

Figures 5–8 present the scatterplot between the satellite rainfall products and the rain
gauges at Talmest, Adamna, Azrou and Igrounzar Stations, respectively. Table 4 presents the
different statistical parameters related to this evaluation. The linear relationship between
the rain gauges and the data from the four products is good for the TerraClimate data,
with correlation coefficients ranging from 0.83 to 0.88 and an overall average of 0.85, and
secondly for the Persainn-CDR data, with an average correlation coefficient of 0.8. CHIRPS,
on the other hand, has a poor correlation with ground measurements in our study area.
Regarding the RMSE, which measures sensitivity to accumulated rainfall, we discovered
that it is less than 18 mm for TerraClimate data but 40 mm for CHIRPS data. The arithmetic
averages of the biases of the four stations for each product, TerraCllimate, PERSIANN
CDR, TAMSAT and CHIRPS, are respectively 1, 1.27, 0.92 and 1.065, which confirms that
the TerraClimate data remains the most representative of the rainfall of the study area
compared to the other products which are either underestimating the rain; PERSIANN
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CDR and CHIRPS (27% and 6.5%) or overestimating the case of TAMSAT (8%). According
to POD, more than 78% of the rain gauge records have been adequately detected by the
four satellite products, with perfect detection of rainfall events by CHIRPS and PERSIANN.
According to FAR, the latter two gave false alarms for 29 to 34% of measurements.
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The TerraClimate product, however, has the lowest average magnitude of error be-
tween satellite data and observed precipitation data. In addition, the ratio of satellite events
that are correctly detected to the total number of observed or detected events (CSI) remains
comparable for all four satellite products, with a slight improvement for PERSIANN CDR.
Table 4 displays the results for the various statistical parameters listed earlier.
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Table 4. Statistical parameters for evaluation of different satellite-based rainfall products.

Products TerraClimate Persiann CDR Tamsat CHIRPS

Stations Adamna Igrounzar Talmest Azrou Adamna Igrounzar Talmest Azrou Adamna Igrounzar Talmest Azrou Adamna Igrounzar Talmest Azrou

PPC 0.94 0.91 0.92 0.90 0.90 0.88 0.91 0.89 0.83 0.76 0.62 0.66 0.38 0.35 0.37 0.37

Biais 1.13 1.03 0.90 0.95 1.42 1.29 1.02 1.35 1.11 0.98 0.95 0.66 1.23 1.05 0.95 1.03

RMSE 18.66 17.53 15.32 16.02 26.77 23.34 14.81 21.52 29.78 29.50 14.42 0.66 44.32 41.31 33.81 35.86

NSE 0.71 0.74 0.81 0.75 −0.07 0.19 0.69 −0.04 0.08 0.10 0.25 0.66 −1.65 −1.30 −0.78 −1.32

MAE 8.94 8.83 8.34 9.88 14.04 11.55 7.25 12.34 17.88 16.86 4.80 0.66 25.54 23.71 15.74 22.78

POD 0.78 0.80 0.80 0.86 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.78 0.80 0.80 0.86 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

FAR 0.19 0.19 0.25 0.25 0.30 0.29 0.31 0.33 0.19 0.19 0.25 0.25 0.33 0.32 0.33 0.34

HSS 0.37 0.39 0.27 0.34 0.17 0.19 0.11 0.07 0.37 0.39 0.27 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

CSI 0.65 0.67 0.63 0.67 0.70 0.71 0.69 0.67 0.65 0.67 0.63 0.67 0.67 0.68 0.67 0.66
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3.2. Validation of the TerraClimate Precipitation Products by Comparison between the Observed
and Simulated Flow of a Hydrological Model

Based on the above results, it can be concluded that the TerraClimate precipitation
data appears to be the most representative of the monthly rainfall of the study area among
the other satellite products. To confirm this observation, we will validate the TerraClimate
product by hydrological modelling (rainfall-runoff), taking the Ksob catchment area, which
is part of the study area.

Let’s recall that in this study, we used an artificial neural network, and we considered
for the first time two inputs to the model: monthly precipitation and evapotranspiration.
The following figures (Figure 9) show the linear regression line between observed and
simulated flow for the training and validation phases.
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Figure 9. Regression line between the observed and simulated flow.
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To improve the results, we have added soil moisture from the TerraClimate dataset as
supplemental input to the model in addition to the monthly precipitation and evapotran-
spiration, as shown in Figure 10. For the simulation of the flow by using this approach, the
temporal evolution of three input data acquired from TerraClimate data sets is presented in
Figure 11. Finally, the simulated discharge by ANN is presented in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. The output to the ANN model.

For calibration and validation of hydrological models, there are several data sampling
methods in the literature: There is split sampling or split-sample test (SST) where the
length of the data sets is divided in 2: 50% of the sample is used for calibration and 50%
for validation, the second technique is differential split-sample (DSST) which consists in
separating the available period in 2 independent sub-periods and presenting different
climatic characteristics from one period to the other (wet years and dry years), to calibrate
the model on the 1st period and to validate it on the 2nd one and conversely. Finally, a third
method used in our case is stratified sampling. This method consists of splitting the time
series into even years (Running1) and odd years (Running2), which allows the possible
existence of a trend in the data to be considered in the sampling.

The simulations were performed between January 1978 and December 2016 (Figure 13).
The DSST has been used to calibrate (the even years) and validate (the odd years) the period
from January 1978 to December 1998, with the remaining data being used for prediction
from January 1999 to December 2016.

The results of the three phases are satisfactory, with a Nash of over 92%, and the corre-
lation coefficient for training, validation and prediction are 0.83, 0.69 and 0.62, respectively.
The values of the model performance criteria for training, validation and prediction are
presented in the table (Table 5).

The ANN is a black box model that does not allow for an understanding of the physics
of the process. However, it is very practical and can provide solutions simply and cost-
effectively. For example, if the ANN model developed in this study could be applied to
predict runoff in another region or the same watersheds subjected to climate and/or land
use changes, the network would need to be restructured, recalibrated, and tested again.
While this may seem like a drawback of the ANN, it is not a significant disadvantage.
Restructuring, retraining, and retesting can be done quickly, provided the available data.
We find that even for physics-based models, recalibration and revalidation procedures must
be performed, as in the case of the ANN, when applied to different regions and climates.
Calibration and validation of physics-based models, compared to ANN models, would be
timely and costly.

The study shows that incorporating soil moisture in the ANN model enhances pre-
dictions. This finding can be helpful to researchers in other regions who are developing
neural network models. With satellite soil moisture data readily available on a global scale
and with daily temporal and in situ networks, it is feasible to integrate soil moisture data
into rainfall-runoff modeling using neural network models. This highlights the wider
applicability and potential impact of this study.
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Criteria Training Phase Validation Phase Prediction Phase

NSE 0.97323495 0.92705722 0.928024483
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RMSE 3.17008424 2.56040084 3.428991402
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4. Conclusions

In this study, satellite rainfall products represented by TerraClimate, Tamsat, CHIRPS
and Persiann CDR were evaluated for the quality of their monthly time-step rainfall
estimates based on data from rainfall stations located in the semi-arid Atlantic coastal zone
of Essaouira, Morocco, and the best product was validated by hydrological modelling using
neural networks.

By adopting both quantitative and qualitative comparison approaches, the results
showed that the TerraClimate data performs better than the other satellite products tested
in the study area and on the monthly time scale. A validation of this product was done by
rainfall-flow modeling using Multi Perceptron neural networks. This model was chosen
because it does not require detailed knowledge of catchment characteristics; it simply
establishes a relationship between the input (rainfall) and output (runoff) based on learning
through training the neural network. The modeling results gave a Nash coefficient of 97%
in the training phase and 92% for the validation and prediction phases. Hydraulic Basin
Agency of Tensift is currently identifying potential dam sites in the region and will be
needed to assess the surface water input at these locations. The results acquired are of
considerable value to the regional water resources manager.

This study improves our understanding of the accuracy of four satellite products
(TerraClimate, Persiann CDR, Tamsat and CHIRPS). In summary, the results allow us to
distinguish between these products regarding the applications required for regions with
little or no rainfall coverage. However, errors, uncertainties, potential and limitations must
be considered. Despite the differences between satellite and ground-based rainfall data,
this work emphasizes the importance of using remotely sensed data. Also, this study
employed soil moisture and rainfall data from the TerraClimate dataset in Essaouira coastal
Atlantic area, which is subject to the ocean Atlantic impact climate. Hence, the conclusions
drawn in this study should be considered within this context. For different regions under
different climate conditions, the TerraClimat rainfall product and ANN model need to be
recalibrated and validated. The assessment of the capability of soil moisture data to give
helpful information to predict runoff at different scales will also be analyzed to determine
up to which spatial scale point soil moisture information can be employed.
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